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Ornamental plaster is the type of work that requires skill and patience to do but is never
monotonous. Some days I make rubber molds or carve details or make run-in-place cornices. Other
days I cast from the molds creating ceiling medallions, brackets, niches, columns, capitals and
bases. Still other days I might be working on a domed, groined, vaulted or coffee ceiling, or
manufacturing precast cement to look like limestone or brownstone.
Over the years I have been fortunate to collect and reproduce many architectural details. The ceiling
medallion (shown right) came out of a brownstone in Boston's South End. The process I'll describe
involves five major steps preparing to make the model, making the template, making the model,
making the rubber (and mother) mold, and casting the medallion.
Preparation for making the model begins with removing all of the paint (this one had 15 to 20 layers)
to reveal the model's original detail. Next you make molds of each enrichment within the medallion.
This one had four enrichments: a bead and reel, acanthus leaf and scallop, acanthus leaf and daisy,
and a smaller bead in the center.
After molds and casts are done the next step is to make a template. To do so you cut the medallion
in half and trace the original profile to make the template so you can recreate the shape by spinning
the template over the wet molding plaster. This is done by adding plaster over the reinforcing and
turning the template over the plaster, repeating this process over and over until the medallion's
shape is formed without holes or voids. The next step after the plaster sets is to apply enrichment
casts to the newly spun medallion. Last, you have to point in the enrichments.
In order to make the rubber mold you first have to seal the medallion and make a mother mold (this
mold holds the rubber in its place otherwise the rubber would flop around when casting from it and
not come out right). Now you can pour the rubber and let it set for 24 hours.
The last step is to cast from the new rubber. This is done by mixing plaster, pouring it into the mold,
adding reinforcement and waiting for the plaster to set. Then you remove the rubber mold from the
mother mold and peel the rubber off the cast.
Restoration work is very gratifying because you can replicate old world designs. But I also enjoy
working with architects, designers and home owners who are creative and realize that they can
design what they want instead of settling for catalog products often made from foam, pressed wood
and fipon, but not plaster. There is nothing like real plaster for deep relief and true detail.
I have been practicing ornamental plaster now for 20 years. I learned from my father and brother
and gained a great deal of experience from all the great projects my family did, including libraries,
town halls, state houses, train stations (Boston South Station), theaters (Boston Symphony Hall)
and many Newport mansions. But most of the time the work was in Boston's Back Bay, South End,
Charlestown and Beacon Hill. I began my own business in 2000. In 2003, Local 534 (Boston's



Plasterers and Cement Union) asked me to work on the Boston Opera House, a 10-month project
during which I became the foreman. In 2004, Austin Ornamental incorporated and became a
signatory company with the union.
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